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THIRUVARUR  DISTRICT FIRST MID TERM TEST - 2015  ENGLISH   II  PAPER 

SECTION – A 

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS  : 
1. a notice in the paper 2. to claim the dog   3. like his dog   4. waited all day   5. walked beside shelly 
 

2. IDENTIFY THE CHARACTER/SPEAKER : 
1. Shelly 2. Shelly’s mother 3. Shelly 4. Rob’s dad 5. Rob’s mother 
 

3. MATCH THE FOLLOWING : 
 a) Labrador   b) Goldy   c) a lady with dark sun glasses   d) Rob Reilly’s mother   e) bought a piano 
 
4. CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER : 

1. collar      2. a guide dog     3. accounting     4. five     5. Shelly 
 
5. READ THE PASSAGE AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS : 
 1. Mum began to teach herself to play. 
 2. Every day she would plink and plonk between doing the cooking and housework. 
 3. within 3 months she became an accomplished pianist. 
 4. Her neighbours were amazed and they sung songs with her. 
 5. She felt like a princess. 
 
6. MIND MAP : 
 1. loved him   2. His mother wanted   3. came there to get her dog   4. was sam   5. she was the real owner. 
 
7. PARAGRAPH :-   Refer to guide 

SECTION – II 
8. 

NOTE MAKING, TITLE--------------------------------------- 5marks 
     ROUGH COPY, FAIR COPY, TITLE, ABSTRACT --------- 5marks 
 
9. COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING : 
  1. What for? 
  2. have a rain coat. 
  3. Really? Can’t you use it further? 
  4. why do you want to buy a new one? 
  5. Can you adjust for few weeks? 
 
10. WRITE A DIALOGUE : 
  Patient:  May I come in? 
  Doctor:  Yes come in. 

Patient:  Good Morning, Doctor. 
  Doctor:  Good Morning. What is your problem? 
  Patient:  I am suffering from headache and fever. 
  Doctor:  How long? 
  Patient:  From yesterday, Sir. 
  Doctor:  O.K. Take this medicine twice a day and Pay rs. 50. 
  Patient:  Thank You, Sir. 
  Doctor:  Welcome. 
 
11.    

I am fine. How are you? I am very happy to receive your gift of a digital watch on my birthday. It is 
very beautiful and useful to me. I like it very much. It shall remind me of your love. Thank you very much for 
your kind gift. 
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12.ADVERTISEMENT : 
  border----------------------------------------1 mark 
  phrase----------------------------------------1 mark 
  free, offer, sale , discount---------------1 mark 
  pictures--------------------------------------1 mark 
  address--------------------------------------1 mark 
 
13. EXPAND THE HEADLINES : 
 

1. Alangudi, July 3: There was a heavy rain in Alangudi yesterday. So the District Collector announced holiday 
for all the schools. 
2. Nagai, July 3: People of coastal areas near Nagapattinam were heavily affected due to heavy floods. The 
Government college students of Chennai collected funds for flood relief. 
3. Delhi, July 3: Due to the rise of the oil price in the international market the train fares will be increased 
soon. Our railway minister announced it yesterday. 
4. Moscow, July 3: There was a deadly plane crash in Russia. Nearly Sixty people were killed. 
5. Chennai, July 3: Mobile phones were banned in schools in Tamilnadu. Educational Secretary announced 
this news to media. 
 

14. PIE CHART : 
 1. the highest   2. electricity   3. taxes, transporation, medical   4. food   5. twice 
 
15.  

TREES 
Trees are the real wealth of a nation. They should not be cut down. Forests give us a good rain-fall 

and it is the cause of all natural resources. All students should aim at planting at least few trees. We should 
encourage people to plant trees. We should create awareness among people especially in schools and 
colleges regarding saving trees. We should save and plant more trees.  

SAVE TREES, SAVE WORLD. 
 
(OR) 

WALKING 
Walking is a good exercise. It is a healthy habit. Morning is a pleasant time for walking. We can 

breathe cool air. It is less polluted. It helps for good blood circulation. Walking gives exercise to our muscles, 
heart and lungs. Even it prevents us from heart attack. It refreshes our body and mind. It makes us healthy 
and happy. 

WALKING MAKES US HEALTHY. 
16. MATCH THE SLOGANS : 
 a). the magic of words  b). sharp time for sharp people  c). silky and smooth    

d). store house of knowledge   e). warmth for hours 
 
17. ROAD MAP : 
 Go straight, Walk along the main road, Skip the school, go straight, skip the busstop, go straight, You will find 
the temple opposite to the Raja store. 
 
18. POEM PHARAPHRASING : 
 1. the highest tree   2. their mystery   3. the clouds   4. an artist   5. discover me 
 
19.  

a) The next train to Beach will arrive at Platform No.1 in fifteen minutes time. Passengers are requested to 
bear with delay. 

(OR) 
 
b) any 5 correct sentences. 
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